VULCAN/2019

RULE THE ROAD

BIG, BOLD POWER
The King of Kawasaki cruisers, the Vulcan
1700 Voyager ABS is the pinnacle of power
and luxury on the open road. A 1700cc
digital fuel-injected engine with cruise
control commands the road, while a host
of premium touring features gives you
and your passenger the comfort to go the
distance.

VULCAN 1700 VOYAGER ABS
CANDY IMPERIAL BLUE /
METALLIC GRAPHITE GRAY

VULCAN 1700 VOYAGER ABS
CANDY IMPERIAL BLUE /
METALLIC GRAPHITE GRAY

FULLY LOADED DASH

AUDIO

ELECTRONIC CRUISE CONTROL

The frame-mounted fairing not only provides ample rider
protection, but also houses numerous accommodations
for you and your passenger. Large, easy-to-read
instrumentation including a central LCD screen keeps you
informed and in control.

Powerful speakers accompany the standard AM/FM/
WB audio system with accessory iPod and SiriusXM
compatibility. It also features Navigation Audio Prompt
Capability in conjunction with select Garmin GPS devices
(sold separately).

Relax and soak up the open road with the innovative
electronic cruise control system of the Vulcan 1700
Voyager. Cruise control can be engaged and adjusted
entirely from the right side of the handlebar—set your
cruising speed in third gear or above 60 km/h with the
push of a button and easily accelerate or decelerate with
a toggling switch while remaining in cruise control mode.

VULCAN 1700 VOYAGER ABS

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
The Vulcan 1700 Voyager ABS offers everything needed
for comfortable long-distance touring with or without a
passenger. The large windscreen, sculpted front cowling
and leg shields with adjustable air vents protect rider
and passenger from wind and elements. Sculpted seats
provided all-day comfort. The capacious 20 litre (4.4 gal)
fuel tank will keep you on the road longer.

POWERFUL V-TWIN
The Voyager’s 1700cc liquid-cooled V-twin’s impressive
mid-range torque produces superior passing performance,
while the 6-speed transmission with overdrive provides
smooth cruising and better fuel economy during highway
riding. The belt final drive is quiet, efficient and helps
reduce maintenance.

ETV (ELECTRONIC THROTTLE VALVE SYSTEM)
Kawasaki’s fully electronic throttle valve system offers
smooth, natural engine response and easy starting.

K-ACT (KAWASAKI ADVANCED COACTIVEBRAKING TECHNOLOGY)
Kawasaki’s 2nd generation exclusive K-ACT (Kawasaki
Advanced Coactive-braking Technology) assists riders
to execute controlled, balanced braking. Designed to
complement the rider’s applied brake force, K-ACT ensures
ideal brake force distribution between front and rear
calipers to maximize braking efficiency.

PLENTY OF STORAGE
Top-opening sealed and lockable
saddlebags have 38 litres (8.4 gal) of
storage each, while the 50 litre
(11 gal) trunk has enough space to fit
two full face helmets. The lockable
glove compartments provide more
storage and has an available
audio port.

VULCAN 1700 VOYAGER ABS
CANDY IMPERIAL BLUE /
METALLIC GRAPHITE GRAY

ULTIMATE BAGGER

WHERE POWER AND LUXURY PEAK
Whether on the highway or city streets, the
Vulcan 1700 Vaquero ABS has the modern
muscle to log the miles with style—style that
pays homage to its classic hot rod roots.
The Vaquero has everything you need for
turning heads with bagger styling and fullfeatured functionality giving you the best of
both worlds.

VULCAN 1700 VAQUERO ABS
METALLIC SPARK BLACK

VULCAN 1700 VAQUERO ABS
METALLIC SPARK BLACK

POWERFUL V-TWIN

ELECTRONIC CRUISE CONTROL

INTEGRATED SIDE BAGS

The thunderous 1700cc fuel-injected V-twin engine’s midrange torque produces superior passing performance,
while the 6-speed transmission with overdrive provides
better fuel economy during highway riding. The blackedout engine and distinct styling of the bodywork are
accented by select chrome parts to create a unique and
bold appearance.

Relax and soak up the open road with the innovative
electronic cruise control system of the Vulcan 1700
Vaquero. Cruise control can be engaged and adjusted
entirely from the right side of the handlebar—set your
cruising speed in third gear or above 60 km/h with the
push of a button and easily accelerate or decelerate with
a toggling switch while remaining in cruise control mode.

Essential bagger equipment, the tightly-mounted lockable
hard saddlebags follow the lines of the bike’s elegantly
integrated rear section for a slim profile. Each offers 35
litres (7.7 gal) of storage space.

VULCAN 1700 VAQUERO ABS

BAGGER STYLING
The frame-mounted, muscular front cowling and long
tapered mufflers complement the wide-and-low bagger
styling.

ETV (ELECTRONIC THROTTLE VALVE SYSTEM)
Kawasaki’s fully electronic throttle valve system offers
smooth, natural engine response and easy starting.

BELT FINAL DRIVE
The smooth and efficient belt drive uses carbon fibre as
a tensile material that reduces weight and contributes to
appearance.

RIDER COCKPIT
Hot rod-style elements carry over into the cockpit of the
Vulcan 1700 Vaquero ABS where muscle-car-inspired
instrumentation highlights the color-matched dash. The
classic appearance belies the host of modern onboard
amenities such as the AM/FM/WB audio system with
iPod and SiriusXM compatibility. Small locking storage
compartments below the premium speakers allow you to
stow electronics, sunglasses and other necessities in a
convenient spot.

CONTROLLED BRAKING PERFORMANCE
Kawasaki’s 2nd generation exclusive K-ACT (Kawasaki
Advanced Coactive-braking Technology) assists riders
to execute controlled, balanced braking. Designed to
complement riders’ applied brake force, K-ACT ensures
ideal brake force distribution between front and rear
calipers to maximize braking efficiency.

VULCAN 1700 VAQUERO ABS
METALLIC SPARK BLACK

PURE CRUISING
FREEDOM

FULLY LOADED WITH BIG-BIKE
STYLE
The 900cc V-twin powered cruiser has all
the style and attitude of a one-of-a-kind
build. From the detailed paint on the tank
and fenders to the thunderous exhaust,
the Vulcan 900 Series motorcycles make
a bold statement. Powered by a potent,
fuel-injected 55-degree 903cc V-twin, the
Vulcan 900 Series offers robust low to mid
range torque with a smooth transmission
and a quiet belt drive.

VULCAN 900 CUSTOM
PEARL STORM GRAY / EBONY

VULCAN 900 CLASSIC
METALLIC MATTE GRAPHITE GRAY /
METALLIC MATTE CARBON GRAY

900cc’S OF SATISFYING POWER

BELT FINAL DRIVE

SCULPTED FUEL TANK

A powerful, 55-degree, 903cc liquid-cooled, V-twin engine
is tuned to deliver big-bike-style response and superior
acceleration. The smooth-shifting transmission is geared
for a comfortably low rpm at highway cruising speeds. The
electronic fuel injection system controlled by dual throttle
valves ensures silky response and easy-to-control torque
characteristics.

The quiet and efficient belt final drive results in reduced
maintenance (compared to chain final drives) and delivers
a smoother ride quality, with less weight and better
efficiency than shaft drives.

A beautifully sculpted, 20 litre (4.4 gallon) fuel tank serves
as the centrepiece, offering class-leading capacity and
head-turning style. In keeping with its clean lines and
minimalist styling, the fuel tank also houses the sleek
instrument panel. The solo gauge indicates speed and
fuel level, plus offers odometer and trip meter functions—
everything you need and nothing you don’t for a pure ride.

VULCAN 900

CLASSIC:

STRONG BRAKING PERFORMANCE
The drilled 300 mm front and 270 mm rear discs deliver
impressive stopping power and braking control.

STYLING
A plush bucket seat with low seat height provides
comfortable rider ergonomics and support. Big-bike
styling such as big, bold fenders, wide tires, and spacious
floorboards set the tone for a full day of cruising. Dual
slash-cut mufflers provide a custom look.

LIGHT HANDLING
Chassis geometry was designed to offer a combination of
stability and low-effort control at ultra-low speeds.

CLASSIC LT:

TWO-TONE PAINT
The classic two-tone paint job on the fuel tank and fenders
is complemented by chrome detailing and the embossed
tank logo.

LEATHER SADDLEBAGS
SIGNATURE WHITEWALL TIRES
Classic whitewall tires and spoked wheels are
complemented by the full-coverage cut of the fenders for
a distinguished look. Performance tires, including a wide
180 mm rear, offer modern performance with premium
handling capabilities.

Enjoy the convenience of ample onboard storage with
reinforced, top-grain, deep-dyed leather saddlebags.
The chromed-brass studs and concealed quick-release
fasteners provide seamless style.

VULCAN 900

CUSTOM:

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE WINDSHIELD
The chrome-trimmed acrylic windscreen is heightadjustable. Divert airflow around you and your passenger
for a more comfortable ride.

CUSTOM STYLING
The Vulcan 900 Custom is a stock bike that looks custom
with its chopper-style front wheel and chrome, drag-style
handlebars with built-in risers. The low-riding seat flows
right into the bodywork and forward-positioned footpegs
provides a comfortable riding position.

SEAT
The low seat height provides a natural riding position.
Passengers are also treated to plush comfort with a
standard integrated seat and backrest. Chromed-brass
studs along the perimeter accentuate the bold look of the
Vulcan 900 Classic LT.

CHOPPER-STYLE FRONT WHEEL
The cast-spoke wheels feature a glossy black finish with
orange accents for a distinctive hand-made look. The
chopper-style front wheel is crafted with a 3D twin-spoke
design. The 21-inch front wheels is contrasted by a wide 15inch rear wheel with a beefy 180 mm rear tire.

VULCAN 900 CUSTOM
PEARL STORM GRAY / EBONY

VULCAN 900

VULCAN 900 CLASSIC
METALLIC MATTE GRAPHITE GRAY /
METALLIC MATTE CARBON GRAY

• Signature Whitewall Tires
• Floorboards

VULCAN 900 CLASSIC LT
METALLIC GRAPHITE GRAY / CANDY IMPERIAL BLUE

• Integrated passenger seat with backrest
• Leather saddlebags
• Adjustable windscreen
• Chromed-brass studding
• Floorboards
• 24-month limited warranty

VULCAN 900 CUSTOM
PEARL STORM GRAY / EBONY

• Drag-style handlebar
• Cast 21” front wheel, 15” rear wheel
• Footpegs

VULCAN 900 CLASSIC LT
METALLIC GRAPHITE GRAY /
CANDY IMPERIAL BLUE

GEARED TO FIT YOU

THE HEART OF A SPORTBIKE AND
THE COMFORT OF A CLASSIC
CRUISER
Break boundaries with the Kawasaki
Vulcan S ABS, a sport-influenced cruiser
that challenges the idea of what a cruiser
should be. Adjustable for a tailored fit and
featuring controllable yet plentiful Ninjainspired power, the Vulcan S ABS offers
a way for riders of any experience level
or stature to get the absolute most out of
every mile.

VULCAN S ABS SE
STORMCLOUD BLUE

VULCAN S ABS CAFE
CANDY STEEL FURNACE ORANGE /
METALLIC SPARK BLACK

CONFIGURE YOUR ERGO-FIT

ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION

LARGE DISC BRAKES WITH ABS

One size fits all? Not when it comes to your ride. Take
control with ERGO-FIT adjustability—a Kawasaki system
of adjustable components that offers 18 different
configurations for your height, size and preference. As an
added bonus, the selected ERGO-FIT parts will be fitted
to the motorcycle at the dealership to ensure customers
receive the ideal fit.

Highly distinctive offset laydown single-shock rear
suspension is equipped with linkage to enable a longer
stroke for increased ride comfort. The rear shock features
an adjustable preload, with 7-positions to suit rider size
and payload.

Large-diameter disc brakes balance ample stopping
power with easy control. Front and rear ABS provides
secure braking.

VULCAN S

CUSTOMIZE YOUR VULCAN S WITH ERGOFIT
Find your fit. The Vulcan S is an incredibly adaptable cruiser
with adjustable riding positions for every rider. Choose
between three suggested configurations or mix and match.

EXTENDED REACH - 6’1 AND OVER
Three position footpegs are adjusted 1 inch further out
from the rider to give more room. Add the comfort of the
accessory extended reach seat, which moves hip support
back one inch to provide extra room.
Small Icon

MID-REACH 5’7 TO 6’0

REDUCED
REACH

MID REACH

EXTENDED
REACH

Adjustable handle levers and three position footpegs are
positioned in the standard position from the factory and
requires no change at the dealership.

REDUCED REACH 5’6 AND UNDER
Handlebar levers are positioned inward, while the
handlebar decreases reach by one inch. Three position
footpegs are adjusted 1 inch closer to your body for
maximum comfort and confidence. Plus you can cruise
comfortably in an additional accessory seat that moves you
2 inches forward.

COMFORT
The sculpted seat design with thick padding offers excellent
comfort and good hip support, while the low 705 mm (27.8
in.) seat height with relaxing foot-forward position adds to
rider comfort. Numerous accessories provide even more
comfort for longer rides.

UP TO 5’6”
(1.68M)

5’7” (1.7M) - 6’
(1.8M)

6’1” (1.85M)
AND UP

NINJA-INSPIRED POWER
The signature 649cc liquid-cooled, 4-stroke parallel-twin
engine gives the Vulcan S a distinctly fun ride, characterised
by power that’s smooth and controllable. The engine is
incredibly compact and lightweight, contributing to the
featherweight handling. The Vulcan S is tuned for low to
mid-range performance that delivers gratifying acceleration.

VULCAN S ABS CAFE

VULCAN S ABS

CANDY STEEL FURNACE ORANGE /
METALLIC SPARK BLACK

METALLIC FLAT SPARK BLACK

• Tinted CAFE windscreen
• Detail Kawasaki emblem on clutch basket
• Special CAFE paint

OPTIONAL VULCAN S ACCESSORIES FOR COMFORTABLE TOURING
KQR™ Passenger Backrest
KQR™ Saddlebags
3 KQR™ Luggage Rack
4 KQR™ Café Deflector
5 Clutch Cover Emblem
6 LED Light Bar
7 Passenger Seat
...and many more.
1

2

VULCAN S ABS SE
STORMCLOUD BLUE

• Detail Kawasaki emblem on clutch basket
• Special edition paint
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VULCAN S ABS SE
METALLIC MATTE COVERT GREEN

• Detail Kawasaki emblem on clutch basket
• Special edition paint

VULCAN S ABS CAFE
CANDY STEEL FURNACE ORANGE /
METALLIC SPARK BLACK

VULCAN 1700 VOYAGER ABS

VULCAN 1700 VAQUERO ABS

VULCAN 900 CLASSIC

Engine type

4-stroke V-Twin

4-stroke V-Twin

4-stroke, V-Twin

Displacement

1,700cc

1,700cc

903cc

Bore x stroke

102 x 104 mm

102 x 104 mm

88 x 74.2 mm

Compression ratio

9.5:1

9.5:1

9.5:1

Valve system

SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder

SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder

SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder

Cooling system

Liquid, plus cooling fins

Liquid, plus cooling fins

Liquid, plus cooling fins

Fuel system

Digital Fuel Injection with dual 42 mm throttle bodies

Digital Fuel Injection with dual 42 mm throttle bodies

Digital Fuel Injection with dual 34 mm throttle bodies

Ignition

TCBI with digital advance

TCBI with digital advance

TCBI with digital advance

Starting

Electric

Electric

Electric

Transmission

6-speed, with overdrive

6-speed, with overdrive

5-speed

Final drive

Carbon fiber - reinforced belt

Carbon fiber - reinforced belt

Kevlar - reinforced belt

Frame type

Double-cradle, high-tensile steel

Double-cradle, high-tensile steel

Double-cradle, high-tensile steel

Rake/trail

30º / 177 mm (7 in.)

30º / 177 mm (7 in.)

32º / 164 mm (6.5 in.)

Front suspension / wheel
travel

45 mm hydraulic telescopic fork / 140 mm (5.5 in.)

45 mm hydraulic telescopic fork / 140 mm (5.5 in.)

41 mm hydraulic telescopic fork / 150 mm (5.9 in.)

Rear suspension / wheel
travel

Swingarm with twin air-assisted shocks, with 4-position
rebound damping adjustment / 80 mm (3.1 in.)

Swingarm with twin air-assisted shocks, with 4-position rebound Uni-Trak with 7-position rebound damping adjustment / 100
damping adjustment / 80 mm (3.1 in.)
mm (3.9 in.)

Tire, front/rear

130/90-B16 (67H); 170/70-B16 (75H)

130/90-B16 (67H); 170/70-B16 (75H)

130/90-16M/C (67H); 180/70-15M/C (76H)

Brakes, front/rear

Dual 300 mm discs with dual 4-piston calipers / Single 300
mm disc with twin-piston caliper K-ACT ABS

Dual 300 mm discs with dual 4-piston calipers / Single 300 mm
disc with twin-piston caliper K-ACT ABS

Single 300 mm disc with twin-piston caliper / 270 mm
hydraulic disc with twin-piston caliper

Wheelbase

1665 mm (65.6 in.)

1665 mm (65.6 in.)

1645 mm (64.8 in.)

Seat height

730 mm (28.7 in.)

730 mm (28.7 in.)

680 mm (26.8 in.)

LxWxH

2560 x 995 x 1550 mm (100.8 x 39.2 x 61 in.)

2510 x 970 x 1290 mm (98.8 x 38.2 x 50.8 in.)

2465 x 1005 x 1065 mm (97 x 39.6 x 41.9 in.)

Fuel capacity

20 litres (4.4 gal.)

20 litres (4.4 gal.)

20 litres (4.4 gal.)

Curb mass† †

406 kg (895.1 lbs.)

383 kg (845 lbs.)

281 kg (620 lbs.)

Colour

Candy Imperial Blue / Metallic Graphite Gray

Metallic Spark Black

Metallic Matte Graphite Gray / Metallic Matte Carbon Gray

Warranty

36 months

36 months

12 months

* Curb Mass Includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90% of capacity) and tool kit (if supplied)

VULCAN 900 CLASSIC LT

VULCAN 900 CUSTOM

VULCAN S ABS

4-stroke, V-Twin

4-stroke, V-Twin

4-stroke, Parallel-Twin

903cc

903cc

649cc

88 x 74.2 mm

88 x 74.2 mm

83 x 60 mm

9.5:1

9.5:1

10.8:1

SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder

SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder

DOHC, 8 valves

Liquid, plus cooling fins

Liquid, plus cooling fins

Liquid

Digital Fuel Injection with dual 34 mm throttle bodies

Digital Fuel Injection with dual 34 mm throttle bodies

Digital Fuel Injection with dual 38 mm throttle bodies with subthrottles

TCBI with digital advance

TCBI with digital advance

TCBI with digital advance

Electric

Electric

Electric

5-speed

5-speed

6-speed

Kevlar - reinforced belt

Kevlar - reinforced belt

Chain

Double-cradle, high-tensile steel

Double-cradle, high-tensile steel

Perimeter, high-tensile steel

32º / 164 mm (6.5 in.)

33º / 182 mm (7.2 in.)

31º / 120 mm (4.7 in.)

41 mm hydraulic telescopic fork / 150 mm (5.9 in.)

41 mm hydraulic telescopic fork / 150 mm (5.9 in.)

41 mm hydraulic telescopic fork / 130 mm (5.1 in.)

Uni-Trak® with 7-position rebound damping adjustment / 100 mm (3.9 in.)

Uni-Trak® with 7-position rebound damping adjustment / 103 mm (4 in.)

Offset laydown single-shock, linkage-equipped, with adjustable
preload / 80 mm (3.1 in.)

130/90-16M/C (67H); 180/70-15M/C (76H)

80/90-21M/C (48H); 180/70-15M/C (76H)

120/70R18M/C 59H; 160/60R17M/C 69H

Single 300 mm disc with twin-piston caliper / 270 mm disc with twinpiston caliper

Single 300 mm disc with twin-piston pin-slide mount caliper / 270 mm
hydraulic disc with twin-piston, pin-slide mount caliper

Single 300 mm disc with twin-piston caliper / 250 mm disc with
single-piston caliper

1645 mm (64.8 in.)

1645 mm (64.8 in.)

1575 mm (62 in.)

680 mm (26.8 in.)

685 mm (27 in.)

705 mm (27.8 in.)

2465 x 1005 x 1480 mm (97 x 39.6 x 58.3 in.)

2405 x 895 x 1120 mm (94.7 x 35.2 x 44.1 in.)

2310 x 880 x 1100 mm (90.9 x 34.6 x 43.3 in.)

20 litres (4.4 gal.)

20 litres (4.4 gal.)

14 litres (3.1 gal.)

298 kg (657 lbs.)

277 kg (611 lbs.)

226 kg (498 lbs.)

Metallic Graphite Gray / Candy Imperial Blue

Pearl Storm Gray / Ebony

Metallic Flat Spark Black SE: Stormcloud blue or Metallic Matte
Covert Green CAFÉ: Candy Steel Furnace Orange /
Metallic Spark Black

24 months

12 months

12 months

YOUR KAWASAKI VULCAN COMES WITH
A FACTORY WARRANTY
Kawasaki keeps the good times rolling with unlimited
kilometres/hours of usage. We have you covered with our
nationwide Kawasaki dealer network. Visit kawasaki.ca/
page/warranty for complete details.
For more vehicle information, take an in-depth tour
at www.kawasaki.ca

99969-6076E

EXTEND YOUR FACTORY

PROTECTION

kawasaki.ca/kpp

EXTEND YOUR FACTORY PROTECTION
KAWASAKI PROTECTION PLUS Available in 12, 24, 36 and 48 month terms that begin when the original warranty expires, KPP offers you hassle-free coverage for repairs performed at any Authorized Kawasaki Dealer in Canada.
• No deductible fees • Unlimited mileage protection • Nationwide coverage • Hassle-free, no-risk plan • Kawasaki-backed protection • Warranty can be transferred to a new owner • No warranty transfer fee • Roadside assistance included
The specifications mentioned here apply to and have been achieved by production models under standard operating conditions. We intend only to give a fair description of the vehicle and its performance capabilities but these specifications may not
apply to every machine supplied for sale. Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice. Equipment illustrated and specifications may vary to meet individual markets. Available colours may vary by market.
Professional rider(s) on a closed course.

